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From A-list celebrity makeup artist and Mally Beauty founder Mally Roncal comes an
inspirational guideline to living a striking life inside and out, with step-by-stage beauty lessons
and personal stories about how inner power, a positive outlook, and plenty of mascara can
empower and uplift females at every age.  Celebrity make-up artist Mally Roncal has a message
she really wants to talk about with depends upon: Why is you different makes you beautiful! It’s
the mantra that inspires her use A-list clients (who include Jennifer Lopez, Mariah Carey,
Beyoncé“ Blige, and Kelly Osbourne) and every single “bulletproof”ve been waiting for forever.
With her warm, generous spirit, infectious energy, and deeply rooted belief that with a positive
outlook and a few genius makeup tips every woman can be gorgois inside and out, Mally has
generated a legion of supporters, a. “a.”   breaking in to the business (with giant system heels and
bleached blond locks) in New York;The most important thing we study from Mally (apart from all
you ever wanted to know about false eyelashes) is how exactly to have fun, how to be considered
a wonderful, beautiful, love-filled person, and how to enjoy life. In Like, Lashes, and Lipstick,
Mally tells her own story of growing up as the daughter of two Filipino doctors;  ” and gradually
creating a full, joyous lifestyle running her own business and raising three girls. jetting around
the world with megastars;A beauty lover’Isaac Mizrahi  Amy Synnott, executive editor, InStyle” .
Need to look polished but fierce for a big day at work, or false eight hours of rest when you
merely got four? “It’” Arrive and obtain it!”Praise for Appreciate, Lashes, and Lipstick  , Angelina
Jolie, Taylor Swift, Mary J.The wonder book you’ item in her Mally Beauty cosmetics line.s all
here, my loves!”The Huffington Post   “Mally Roncal’s new publication is filled with beauty
wisdom.s sexy glow, or the best smoky eye?— . If you’re a make-up junkie, you’ll need to get your
hands on it ASAP. Mallynistas, who faithfully listen in whenever she appears on QVC and follow
her on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram.—Allure   Kudos to my dear friend upon this
amazing publication! Along with her smart and hilarious existence lessons, Mally shares the
secrets to all or any her signature looks with easy, step-by-step instructions and gorgeous
illustrations.s must-read. meeting her soul mate when she was least expecting it;—StyleBistro“
smuggling blue eyeliner into her Catholic college; Within the initial twenty moments of reading
her fresh book, I came across myself in stitches, then tears, then stitches once again.s and JLo’—
Want to master Beyoncé “t only a beauty expert—s method of makeup is exemplified by her
personality: smart, sexy, fun, and beautiful. I must say i dig this female!Mally isn’ She shares
tools for feeling gorgeous inside and out.RuPaul   As Mally would say, “Mally’s gift, apart from
creating beautiful makeup, is her incredible generosity of spirit.— Mally’s family is the center of
her universe, and her center is big more than enough to enfold every single friend, client, and
consumer within that family. “ Within it will be the tools for achieving true beauty.”Tracy Reese
—k.”Mally Roncal’she’s a spirited cheerleader for ladies everywhere. Had this book come along
earlier, I might have had a better lifestyle (and better lashes).— .’
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Happy, uplifting browse!This book tells her story, and provides amazing makeup tricks, but really,
what makes this a heartwarming read may be the message Mally has for everyone. I was
immediately captured by her energy, and the goodness that simply radiates from her.!I pre-
ordered this reserve, that was how excited I was to discover what this fabulous lady had to say.
It's similar to makeup celebrates the beautiful ladies that we are when our souls are good.
Knowing she dropped her Mom as well also made Mally just that much dearer to me. I related
well to her hospital stories, and it was awesome to learn we had such similar amazing mothers.
Mally has been a longtime favorite of mine since her first appearance on the Rachael Ray show.
Your reserve has helped me. We all struggle, have challenges, yet it's pulling through the a down
economy, with an attitude of gratitude, enjoying the nice, and spreading love is what we all need
to be doing.Mally loves life, and she sees women for what we are-amazing ladies who've the
ability to create a difference in this world-and that we most should see our value and the beauty
that lies within-simply no matter what the exterior says. This book is not to say we are worthless
without make-up! Mally by no means makes one believe that way at all.I wanted to attain
through the web pages to hug, cry with, and laugh with this phenomenal woman.What a better
world this might be if we all embraced a Mally lifestyle!. The disappointment is compounded by
the actual fact that the make-up tips .. I'm a fan of Mally's design and unique cosmetic line.
However the book contain much fewer make up secrets than I'd hoped. The tips are almost an
apart to Mally's life which is usually interesting. The illustrations accompany a listing of
recommendations on how exactly to care for your skin and how exactly to apply makeup to
accentuate your very best features (and hide anything you desire to hide! view. In order long you
may already know Appreciate, Lashes and Lipstick won't be your head to guide for makeup
inspiration the purchase could be satisfying. Love her makeup As a make-up junkie, I am a
enthusiast of mally since I exposed seventeen magazine and find out about a filipino superstar
makeup artist. It is rather rare I see a fellow filipina in the press and reading about her success is
definitely invigorating and inspirational ! I feel like easily ever met her, we would be instant
friends. Mally is actually inspirational. I'm more fabulous due to you! I'm really happy I bought
this and can give several as gifts to my daughters &. I totally skipped past the make-up tips
(which were not many of, just a page at the end of each chapter).. This book is merely fun to read
plus some great makeup tips you can use with any makeup I love that she doesn't sell her
products in the book and very fun book to read.book. I've watched Mally on tv for a long period
and her book is just like her (warm, honest, funny, emotional, etc. Personally i think inspired to
not only be more content and grateful but to also take more time for myself. more This is a well-
written, funny, sad, educational, entertaining, etc. friends. A total pleasure to learn &
Nevertheless, the reserve is beautifully designed and an easy read. Cannot put the book straight
down! I read this book in two times (and We am a slow reader)! I could not place it down.If you
are searching for a "MAKE-UP" reserve, the tips of applying make-up, etc. If you love Mall and her
items than you will love this book!Myself not being a "make-up" girl loved reading about her
story, her struggles and how she coped and the many quotes she had through the entire book
which were very inspiring.. I laughed and cried while scanning this book. I acquired no idea a
publication that I believed was just beauty tips (and becoming a successful makeup artist) would
contact my heart and become uplifting and inspiring! She emphasizes the energy we all have
within us to check out your dreams and never give up. Love her makeup, Nolita blue smokey
eyesight is normally my fave and French kiss lipstick! I must be honest, as I did so not find this
publication on Amazon initially. Truly an inspirational story of success. Five Stars Love Mally
which publication doesn't disappoint. I didn't know it was gonna end up being about her lifestyle



and make up. It also gives you things to consider within your own life. I purchased it in a shop,
and I was attracted to it because of all the pink and the hardcover. It just promotes her makeup
line which I tried and didn't care for. I prefer that it be nearly make up and how to apply it
properly depending on the look I wish to achieve. This book is merely fun to read and some
great makeup tips you can .... Mally many thanks. She shares her life story and Journey to
success. Magical Make Up This book is okay. I've included a lot of photos of my purchased copy.
The layout is very easy for me to read, with a lot of photos of the Mally and her family members.
She requires us from the time she was created to her present-time, and she shares a lot of
details around about how she got were only available in makeup and beauty. By chapter 7, I was
crying. Bawling. this is not your publication, though like I stated above she does give quick tricks
and tips to make-up throughout the book, it isn't a complete MAKE-UP BOOK. I always love
beauty books, and any book that teaches and talks about being beautiful and has tips for
skincare and getting positive and confident in your own skin. You will notice some of the makeup
suggestions featured here. The disappointment is normally compounded by the fact that the
makeup tips either haven't any picture or simply a simplistic illustration. Mally has changed my
life! I got so intrigued about the author from reading this reserve, I looked her up on Facebook to
obtain a feel for her organization and currency and relevance of her items. Love this book
Couldn't put this publication down. Not with the makeup techniques, which I love, but with her
bounless like and motivation and mother's assistance that many people are beautiful. Your Heart
Can Be Touched by this Reserve! To put your best foot ahead, be confident, and like the life we
have been given. I usually thought she was a sweetheart And I was right, good go through.)
There are good tales in right here to warm your heart and also tips for make-up which she's
famous for.). Mally just changed my life with this book. Have read it once or twice. Thank you
Mally. Everything We expected &! That said, the reserve has the right make-up methods but
lacked suggestions about products you could purchase to get desired impact. Very happy. Was a
gift. Happy. love this book Good beauty tips & she shared some nice thoughts.
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